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Executive Summary
Report Purpose
The City of Cambridge is committed to exploring the development of a green building
policy to encourage sustainability in neighbourhood, site, building and roof design
through the use of conservation and renewable energy systems and practices and low
impact development stormwater management. They recognize the potential benefit of
embedding green building standards into their planning process. This study aims to
add to the City of Cambridge’s knowledge regarding best practices in green building
standards.

Methodology
To investigate best practices in green building standards the project team conducted
a literature review, policy reviews and interviews with comparable municipalities. Five
commonly used green building standards/certification tools were reviewed: LEED, LEED
ND, ENERGY STAR, EnerGuide, and BOMA Best. The project team interviewed and
surveyed staff at ten municipalities along. Research was also conducted on sustainable
innovation districts, heritage preservation, key municipal networks, and industry feedback.
This report is largely a synthesis of the interviews and literature review, representing a
starting point for the City of Cambridge to continue to develop green building standards.

Key Findings
This study demonstrates that a growing number of municipalities have implemented or
are considering implementing green building standards in Ontario. Municipalities have
developed their own standards and used different implementation tools to encourage
them. However, there is a growing interest in developing similar metrics across Ontario.
Several municipalities, including Toronto and the City of Clarington, recommended that the
City of Cambridge join the Clean Air Council, affiliated with the Clean Air Partnerships, to
collaboratively develop green building standards to contribute to a regionally consistent
set of metrics. The incentives and green development standards vary between Ontario
municipalities. Several tools available to the City of Cambridge include financial tools,
such as development charge refunds, tax breaks or cash rebates, and green municipal
mortgages, or non-financial tools, such as park land dedication and recognition awards.

Recommendations
Action 1. Create a Working Group
Action 2. Create a Library of Free Resources for Builders
Action 3. Participate in Networking Organizations
Action 4. Staff Training
Action 5. Determine Sustainability Objectives
Action 6. Develop a Sustainability Metric
Action 7. Develop an Implementation Guide and Dynamic Assessment Tool
Action 8. Conduct an Internal Review
Action 9. Public Outreach and Education
Action 10. Create Thresholds
Action 11. Determine Incentives
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1.0 Introduction
The City of Cambridge is striving to become a healthier, more liveable and sustainable city
by reducing demands on existing and future infrastructure and reducing environmental
impacts. Working towards this goal, the City of Cambridge wanted to determine the
feasibility of establishing green building standards. In September 2015, the City of
Cambridge partnered with master’s students in the School of Planning, at the University
of Waterloo, to review green building standard best practices and implementation tools.
This report highlights the results of this research and provides recommendations for
next steps the City could take to encourage sustainable, efficient development and
redevelopment.
Municipalities play a critical role in promoting sustainability to ensure that today’s needs
are met without compromising the needs of future generations.1 Since the industrial
revolution, human activity has been threatening the earth’s capacity to regulate itself.2 In
Canada, buildings account for approximately 35% of greenhouse gas emissions, 70%
of municipal water use, and 35% of landfill waste due to construction and demolition.3
Therefore, municipal efforts to promote sustainable building practices can have a positive
impact on local and global communities.
The green building economy has been growing significantly due to interest from both
developers and consumers. In a recent report by the Canada Green Building Council,
firms with more than 30% of their projects green grew from 37% of the Canadian market
in 2011 to 56% in 2014. This number is projected to grow to 70% by 2017 (Figure 1).

Figure 1 Level of Green Building Activity
1
2
3
1

World Commission on Environmental and Development, 1987
Steffen et al., 2015
Canada Green Building Council, ND
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Canada Green Building Council’s report also showed that government mandates and
incentives have a high impact on the decision to build green (Figure 2). The top benefits
of green buildings cited were cost savings, tenant attraction and retention, and market
leadership.

Figure 2 Triggers for Increasing Green Buildings
However, the Canada Green Building Council’s report also highlighted several obstacles
to the green building industry. Firstly, there are still concerns and misconceptions about
the higher capital costs of green building construction. However, industry leaders have
stated that additional green costs are less than 2% of total construction costs and the
average payback period in Canada is eight years. Secondly, in many parts of Canada
the cost of energy is still low, which may result in hidden benefits over time. Thirdly, rural
and small cities are less dense and, therefore, have more challenges when meeting
neighbourhood scale sustainability principles.
The City of Cambridge can address some of these obstacles and misconceptions by
providing the business case for sustainable building practices and creating green
building standards. Any new standards could be implemented during the planning
and building permit processes. The standards could apply to residential, industrial,
commercial, and institutional uses.
Similar to the program implemented by the City of Toronto, the purpose of the City of
Cambridge’s standards would be to encourage site and building designs that address air
quality, greenhouse gas emissions, energy efficiency, water quality, waste management
and reducing environmental impacts. Adaptive re-use of heritage buildings using green
building standards should also be considered in this process.
2
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2.0 Methodology
To investigate best practices in green building standards the study team conducted
a literature review and interviewed municipalities that were comparable to the City of
Cambridge. Research also investigated five commonly used green building standards:
LEED, LEED ND, ENERGY STAR, EnerGuide, BOMA Best, and Green Globe.
Focused interviews and surveys were conducted with senior planners at ten municipalities.
These municipalities included: City of Kingston; City of Langford; Town of East Gwillimbury;
Municipality of Clarington; City of Markham; City of Mississauga; City of Toronto; City
of Vaughan; Town of Richmond Hill; and the City of Brampton. Additional interviews
and research pertaining to sustainable innovation districts, heritage preservation, key
municipal networks, and industry feedback was also conducted.
The results of this research were summarized and analyzed and this information was
presented into a context relevant to the City of Cambridge. This report is largely a
synthesis of the interviews and literature review. It is not intended to be a representative
a comprehensive review; instead it represents a starting point for the City of Cambridge
to continue to develop green building standards.

3
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3.0 Policy Frameworks
The Provincial Policy Statement (PPS) provides direction on matters of provincial
interest related to land use planning and development.4 The PPS calls for appropriate
development that considers the protection of resources of provincial interest, public
health and safety, and the quality of the natural and built environment. The PPS also
prioritises the long-term well-being of municipalities and minimization of the undesirable
effects of development, including impacts on air, water, and heritage features.
The PPS notes that strong, liveable, and healthy communities promote and enhance
human health and social well-being, which are economically and environmentally sound
and are resilient to climate change.
The Planning Act also focuses on promoting sustainable economic development in a
healthy natural environment.5 The Province of Ontario has a vested interest in the promotion
of development that is designed to be sustainable. The Planning Act also addresses the
conservation of significant cultural, historical and architectural resources, supporting
public transit, and pedestrian oriented design. The Planning Act gives municipalities the
authority to consider matters relating to exterior design, including the character, scale,
appearance and design features of buildings, and their sustainable design.
The Province of Ontario has also created a Municipal Energy Plan Program to support
local energy planning. This aims at reducing greenhouse gas emissions through
energy conservation and efficiency. Funding is available for communities to develop
and enhance municipal energy plans that identify local energy needs and opportunities
to address them. Since Cambridge already has an Energy Management Plan, future
provincial funding may be available to update it. This may present an opportunity for the
City of Cambridge to integrate an energy plan with their green building standards.
Canada has also made a national commitment to the conservation of cultural heritage;
including the conservation and restoration of significant monuments and sites through
the adoption of the Venice Charter. The charter highlights the indispensable importance
of cultural heritage and the duty of governments to ensure its protection. Therefore, it is
critical for the City of Cambridge to consider developing green standards that encourage
sustainability and also preserve heritage buildings.
In terms of the local policy context, the City of Cambridge encourages innovative and
progressive development that utilizes green technology, while striving to make the local
environment a cleaner and healthier place for its residents. The City has also highlighted
commitments to maintain a healthy environment through leadership in building practices.
The City has mandated all municipal buildings be LEED Gold Certified and has been a
member of the Canada Green Building Council since 2008. Furthermore, the City has
developed numerous policies, such as the Official Plan and Corporate Sustainability
Report that promote green building and sustainable development.
4
5
4

Ministry of Municipal Affairs and Housing, 2014
Ministry of Municipal Affairs and Housing, 1990
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Cambridge’s Official Plan encourages the “integration of green building technologies,
or other recognized environmental standards in site and building design such as
Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED®) principles”.6 Furthermore, it
states that “financial incentives may be used in accordance with height and density
bonusing policies for sustainable development projects”. “Energy efficiency and
sustainability is encouraged in neighbourhood, site, building and roof design through
the use of conservation and renewable energy systems and practices and low impact
development stormwater management”. Lastly, it promotes building adaptation and
reuse for redevelopment proposals.
Cambridge’s Corporate Sustainability Plan commits to explore the development of a
green building policy that ensures that the City of Cambridge’s own facilities are built to a
minimum environmental standard of the City’s choosing (more aggressive than the 2012
Ontario Building Code), based on additional research and assessment.7

6
7
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City of Cambridge, 2015
City of Cambridge, 2011
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4.0 Green Building Practices
4.1 Third Party Green Standards
There are several third-party green standards that are used by municipalities and builders
in Canada to promote and legitimize green building practices. They offer a good starting
point for the City of Cambridge. This section reviews commonly used standards.

LEED
Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) is an internationally accepted
third-party green building rating system. First developed by the U.S. Green Building
Council (USGBC) in 1998, LEED is now comprised of five certification systems that cover
everything from new buildings to retrofitting existing structures8:
•
•
•
•
•

Building Design and Construction (BD+C) for new buildings or those
going through major renovation;
Interior Design and Construction (ID+C) for major interior renovations;
Building Operations and Maintenance (O+M) for existing buildings
seeking to update management/maintenance practices;
Homes (H) for residential houses including single detached homes
and townhouses;
Neighbourhood Development (ND) for land development projects.

These rating systems produce a score, and based on this score a level of LEED
certification is accredited to the building/development (Figure 3). Buildings applying for
accreditation must complete a robust application process that includes compliance and
monitoring by a third-party evaluator. Furthermore, every LEED certified project may be
audited by the Canadian Green Building Council (CaGBC).9

Figure 3 LEED Range of Certification
8
9
6

U.S. Green Building Council, 2015a
CAGBC, ND
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Traditionally LEED has focused primarily on the building itself with little emphasis being
placed on its connection to the broader infrastructure and urban fabric. Figure 4 highlights
the areas of interest for LEED projects under the BD+C, ID+C, O+M and H systems.

Figure 4 Princi ples of LEED
The LEED for Neighbourhood Development (LEED ND) moves beyond the scope of
buildings to ensuring sustainable development from a site to a neighbourhood level. First
released in Canada in 2011, this system focuses on the location and land use to deal
with issues at a community level.10
The LEED ND rating system is based on four categories: Smart Location and Linkages;
Neighbourhood Pattern and Design; Green Infrastructure and Buildings; and, Innovation
and Design Process (Figure 5). Each category has a series of prerequisites that must be
met by all projects.

10
7

U.S. Green Building Council, ND
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Figure 5 LEED ND Requirements
ENERGUIDE

EnerGuide is an established rating system by Natural Resources Canada that provides
energy consumption information for most household appliances and HVAC equipment.11
It provides a standard upon which consumers can compare various models.
11
8

Natural Resources Canada, ND
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In addition to product ratings, EnerGuide can be used to provide an energy efficiency
rating for new and existing houses. For existing homes, an EnerGuide Home Evaluation
is completed by a licensed professional. This evaluation identifies details on the energy
performance of a dwelling, which can inform decisions about upgrading appliances
or completing renovations. Similarly, developers can have new homes evaluated prior
to their sale. Homes are given an energy performance rating from 0 to 100. Most new
houses receive an energy rating of 68 or higher, an average ENERGY STAR qualified
home in Ontario receives an energy rating of 80 or higher, which is considered to be
excellent.
Typical energy efficiency ratings are12:
• 65-72: New house built to building code standards.
• 73-79: New house with some energy-efficiency improvements.
• 80-90: Energy-efficient new house.
• 91-100: House requiring little or no purchased energy.

ENERGY STAR
ENERGY STAR is an international symbol used to identify highly energy efficient products,
such as appliances, lights, HVAC equipment, windows and doors.13 Products with this
certification meet a strict set of technical specifications that places them within the top
15 to 20 % of products with respect to energy efficiency. Similar to EnerGuide, ENERGY
STAR has a certification system for new homes. Certification is completed by a licensed
third party evaluator. A home with this certification is 20% more energy efficient than a
home built to code, on average.

A typical ENERGY STAR certified home has following features:
•
•
•
•
12
13
9

Efficient heating and cooling system.
High-performance ENERGY STAR windows, patio doors, and skylights.
Walls and ceilings with more insulation than the minimum building code
requirements.
ENERGY STAR products, such as kitchen appliances and television set

Natural Resources Canada, ND
Natural Resources Canada, 2015
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BOMA BEST
This certification is offered by the Building Owners and Manager Association of Canada
(BOMA Canada). It is also referred to as Green Globes internationally.14 BOMA Building
Environmental Standards (BOMA BEST) is a sustainability certification for commercial
buildings.15 It is a voluntary program that assesses the environmental performance
and management of energy, water, waste diversion, site enhancement, emissions and
effluents, indoor environment, and environment management system. The program
offers assessment modules for the following building types: offices; open air retail; light
industrial; shopping centres; multi-unit residential buildings; and healthcare facilities.
To apply for BOMA BEST, the building must have a minimum of 70% occupancy for a
minimum of 12 consecutive months. Buildings are evaluated by completing an online
assessment through the BOMA website. This assessment guides applicants through
a series of questions that help determine an overall rating of the building. To become
certified, buildings must meet a set of BEST practices. Additional points are then given
based on additional criteria met through the assessment process. Prior to certification,
assessments are evaluated by the local BOMA Association and are subject to on-site
verification.
The certification of BOMA BEST is categorized into five levels. All levels require meeting
the BEST Practices:
• Platinum is awarded to buildings that have achieved between 90 and
100% on the assessment.
• Gold is awarded to buildings that have achieved between 80 and 89%
on the assessment.
• Silver is awarded to buildings that have achieved between 70 and 79%
on the assessment.
• Bronze is awarded to buildings that have achieved between 60 and
69% on the assessment.
• Certified is awarded to buildings that have achieved up to 59% on the
assessment.
This certification system is marketed as an easier to achieve alternative to LEED that
still achieves the same results. The assessment is entirely online and does not require a
professional to complete. However, having a simple online evaluation might come at the
expense of objective, valid results.

14
15
10

Green Globes, ND
BOMA Best, ND
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4.2 Municipal Case Studies
Municipalities play a vital role in fostering more sustainable buildings and neighbourhoods.
Research conducted by Canada Green Building Council determined that building codes
and government green building requirements have the highest regulatory impact on the
decision to build green in Canada (Figure 6).16 While the Province of Ontario and the
Government of Canada have specific programs to incentivize sustainable practices and
innovation, such as Clean Energy Fund, ecoENERGY Innovation Initiative and Ontario’s
MicroFIT program, these programs only focus on specific areas of sustainability. As such,
these initiatives alone cannot be used by municipalities to administer green building
standards comprehensively.

Figure 6. Green Building Standards/Incentives with Hig h Impact on the Decision to Build Green
In 2007, the Clean Air Partnership conducted research to identify and document green
buildings programs, policies and standards under development by jurisdictions within
and beyond the Greater Toronto Area. Their policy scan reviewed green guidelines that
had been established or were in development in the Greater Toronto Area and beyond
as of 2007.17 This research builds on their findings to highlight what is happening in 2015
in 10 municipalities, including Kingston, Langford (British Columbia), East Gwillimbury,
Clarington, Markham, Mississauga, Toronto, Vaughan, Richmond Hill, and Brampton.
The following section provides a brief overview on key findings from each municipality
relating to the development and implementation of green building standards.
16
17
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Canada Green Building Council, ND
Clean Area Partnership, 2007
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City of Kingston
Since 2004, the City of Kingston has implemented a policy requiring that all new large
municipal buildings and municipal retrofit projects be LEED certified. The Green Building
Guideline for the City of Kingston states that all public and private buildings must meet
the minimum requirement for energy efficiency that is stated in Ontario Building Code.
Achieving higher levels of energy efficiency for buildings is encouraged, but it is not
mandatory or incentivized. The purpose of their Green Building Guideline is to help
explain and demonstrate the advantages of using higher level of energy efficiency
standards for buildings, such as ENERGY STAR, EnerGuide, and LEED.
The City provides Energy Efficiency Building Checklists for information purposes only.
With the checklists, builders and developers can easily calculate how many points they
can score and what level of certification they can achieve if they want to apply for energy
efficiency certifications such as ENERGY STAR, EnerGuide, and LEED. There are two
types of checklists provided, housing and Industrial, Commercial, Institutional and Large
Residential (ICI). Both checklists are derived from LEED Rating Categories.18

City of Langford
The City of Langford was highlighted as a unique out-of-province case study. Langford
has been recognized as one of British Columbia’s most ‘age friendly’ communities. The
City has marketed itself as ‘business friendly’ while outpacing every other in municipality
in BC in terms of population growth and housing according to the 2011 census results.
The community of 29,228 residents (Census Metropolitan Area: 359,454) has established
a Green Development Checklist in 2013, which is a mandatory requirement for all new
rezoning applications that include a comprehensive development application.19 The
various components of the checklist are ranked from 1-10 based on the impact they have
with regards to sustainable development practises, municipal infrastructure, and policy
compliance. The resulting green development rating system has four project ratings
based on the %age of scores: bronze (30%); silver (50%); gold (70%); and Platinum
(90%). All comprehensive developments must meet the minimum bronze standard.
While components of this checklist are mandatory, most of the commitments are optional,
allowing developers to choose which elements to include as part of their development.
This effectively creates a sustainability standard, as the commitments made from the
checklist will be secured as a condition of rezoning. In the context of Ontario, conditions
would need to be through a Site Plan or Subdivision agreement as municipalities are
unable to condition Zoning By-law Amendments. Furthermore, all applicants are required
to provide supporting documentation to demonstrate how the required and optional
sustainability features will be implemented.
18
19
12

City of Kingston, ND
City of Langford, ND
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Town of East Gwillimbury
The Town of East Gwillimbury’s Thinking Green Development Standards (TGDS) were
adopted by Council in February 2012.20 Their TGDS aimed to improve previous green
building standards that focused on Energy Star requirements for housing and LEED NC
requirements for industrial, commercial, and institutional development. These standards
were updated as the Town experienced significant growth.
Dillon Consulting was retained by the Town in 2007 to help develop sustainability
objectives, policies, and criteria for inclusion in the Official Plan (OP). Phase 1 of Dillon’s
assignment was the preparation of a Sustainable Development Background Study
which was presented to Council in June of 2008. The study recommendations were
incorporated into the Official Plan.
Phase 2 of Dillon’s assignment included the establishment of sustainable development
criteria. This Phase resulted in an evaluation system to help assess development
applications and ensure proposed development met the sustainability objectives of the
new OP. The evaluation system was customized to East Gwillimbury but incorporated
elements from the Toronto Green Standard, LEED ND – Pilot, LEED NC, Regent Park
Redevelopment Sustainable Community Design, City of Pickering Sustainability
Guidelines, as well is other municipal design guidelines (such as Seaton, Hinton, and
Markham Centre).
The TGDS functions as a checklist of required and optional standards. A completed
TGDS checklist is required as part of a ‘complete application’ in the terminology of the
Ontario Planning Act. They have three separate checklists that relate to the following
planning stages:
1. Secondary Plan/Community Design Plan
2. Subdivision Plan
3. Site Plan
The TGDS functions as a checklist of required and optional standards. A completed
TGDS checklist is required as part of a ‘complete application’ in the terminology of the
Ontario Planning Act. They have three separate checklists that relate to the following
planning stages:
1. Natural Environment Protection and Enhancement
2. Built Environment
3. Active Transportation and Mobility

20
13
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Development must meet all required elements to be approved. The series of optional
elements, that have an even higher standard of sustainability, are encouraged. Optional
elements each have an associated numerical value based on their ability to achieve
sustainable development objectives of the Town. The Town incentivizes optional elements
through density/height bonusing, servicing allocations, Development Charge rebates for
employment uses, and/or expedited development approvals.
East Gwillimbury does have some specific requirements regarding heritage buildings. It is
required that Subdivision Plans and Site Plans “include relocation and/or adaptive reuse
of heritage structures”. It is optional that plans “incorporate relocation and restoration of
a heritage structure from another property” and this receives two points.
Elements of TGDS that were easy to get support for were the high-level standards
dealing with good planning principles, such as mixed-use and street networks. Elements
that were more contentious included standards that pushed the limits of the building
code, such as energy and water requirements, as well as new concepts, such as district
energy.
East Gwillimbury has experienced pushback from the development industry and
noted the importance of working together to educate each other. Since standards and
technology change quickly, they noted that it is important to constantly review and update
the standards. Another challenge relates to insufficient staff resources to fully evaluate
the implementation of all of the elements of the TDGS. Consequently, the Town often
relies on the applicant’s consultants.
Staffs at East Gwillimbury recommend that Cambridge devotes considerable effort to
consulting the development industry and the general public. It is also important to have
a good idea about your specific objectives with the green building standards.

Municipality of Clarington
The City of Clarington started preparing Green Development Standards in April 2014, and
the City staff plan to provide recommendations to Municipal Council by the end of 2015.
Their initiative Priority Green Clarington has two projects underway; they are working
on a Green Development Standards, Guidelines, and Incentives Study and running
a Green Demonstration Project.21 Their study aims to establish a framework that will
encourage green development practices through policies, criteria, approval measures,
and potential incentives for developers and builders. The Green Demonstration Project
is a partnership with three local builders who constructed and sold six homes that went
beyond the Building Code standards to track the potential energy, water, greenhouse
gas, and cost savings.

21
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Clarington was motivated to incorporate green building practices because they are
viewed as an important part of locally addressing climate change and infrastructure
challenges, protecting the environment, and ensuring the health of their community.
They expect high population growth and want to establish a foundation of sustainable
development to improve the quality of life for future generations. Green building practices
are aligned with Clarington’s Official Plan, Green Community Strategy, and the strategic
vision of Council.
In their background research, Clarington determined that there would be significant
benefits in basing their green development framework on work implemented in other
communities. They are a member of the Clean Air Council and have participated in
workshops to develop similar standards across cities.
Clarington expects that neighbourhood land use criteria that relate to complete, active,
and healthy communities will be easy criteria to include in future standards because
they are outlined already in their Official Plan. However, criteria that relates to new or
emerging green development practices where building code requirements or standards
have not been developed are expected to be more challenging. Their draft criteria do
not speak directly to heritage buildings.
Clarington is currently evaluating incentive options for green compliance; the results
are not available yet. However, expediting green applications has been identified as
a tangible incentive mechanism by local industry and other municipalities. Clarington
staff stated that a key barrier for implementing the standards relates to determining the
incentives. They predict that industry may favour a tangible incentive that is not financially
feasible for the City.
Clarington has three recommendations for Cambridge. Firstly, they suggest that
Cambridge should establish a working group with staff and agencies that will be active
throughout the process. Secondly, Cambridge should work closely with neighbouring
municipalities. Finally, Cambridge should consider joining the Clean Air Council to share
resources and harmonize standards, where possible, with other cities.

City of Markham
The City of Markham outlined their first sustainable development standards for Markham
Centre (downtown Markham) in 2002. Their Markham Centre Performance Measures
document, which was updated in 2009, identifies measures to guide and monitor
sustainable and smart growth in Markham Centre.22 In 2008, a city-wide LEED AND
BEYOND Green Development Standards Study was initiated and Interim Sustainability
Measures were approved. The Interim Sustainability Measures are still in place and they
require all medium and high-density developments in Markham to received LEED Silver
certification at a minimum.
22
15
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Currently, the City is translating the interim measures into Sustainable Development
Metrics for citywide applications for all scales of development (community planning,
land division, and buildings/sites). The project is one of the implementation strategies
for the new Official Plan and is targeted for completion in 2016. In addition to internal
resources, Markham has also used the metrics being developed by Vaughan, Richmond
Hill, and Brampton to help develop their future Sustainable Development Metrics.
They have received some criticism from the industry since LEED certification is viewed
as an additional cost to projects. Additionally, Markham takes preservation of heritage
seriously but currently there are no green standards for heritage buildings. The City has
not determined how they will monitor future compliance of the standards.
Markham has identified political influence as a challenge in the implementation process.
Therefore, they recommend Cambridge to foster strong leadership and cooperation with
key stakeholders and City departments.

City of Mississauga
Mississauga’s Planning and Building Department initiated green building studies because
there was pressure from City Council and the Environmental Advisory Committee to “do
something about green roofs”. There was a critical mass of interest from around the
globe and Mississauga wanted to take proactive measures to protect the environment.
Originally, Council asked Planning Staff to report back in 2004 on the issues surrounding
implementing a green roof strategy and program. This process grew and by 2008 they
were conducting workshops with stakeholders and retaining a consultant to help map out
a strategy. Subsequently, the Stage One Green Development Standards was endorsed
by City Council in 2010.
Mississauga retained the professional services of Halsall Associates through an
RFP process (budget $55,000) to help guide them through, as well as develop,
an implementation strategy. They conducted and attended dozens of workshops,
seminars, and conferences to obtain the documented support and confidence to go
forward with the initiative. They reported regularly to the Environmental Network Team,
an interdepartmental group, and the Environmental Advisory Committee, a Committee of
Council, to update as well as get direction for next steps.
They made a decision to implement the Standards on a voluntary basis, which made the
development industry more comfortable with it. As a result, they have managed to achieve
green results on almost every qualified planning application since January 2011. Single
detached homes and neighbourhoods are exempt from the Green Development Strategy
standards. Their Stormwater Management Strategy and Low Impact Development
Standards appear to be the most feasible for applicants to provide in their development.
Conversely, to this day, they have not implemented any green roof program.

16
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They also do not have a sustainability standard addressing their heritage buildings.
Mississauga does not have a substantial heritage inventory as they are generally a new
suburban city with only a few villages and hamlets that have some heritage structures.
They do have policies that help protect and guide development when heritage is involved
in an application.
Through benchmarking of other cities, they determined that the best process was to
develop a thorough Strategy and a set of standards that were voluntary for a period, in
order to ease the development industry into acceptance of the overall direction. They
have recently implemented a Stormwater Charge to begins January 2016, which will at
least make applicants aware of the impact development has on the infrastructure, which
can be quite costly.
They also encourage their applicants to strive for LEED Silver or higher. The City has
shown commitment to the building industry by mandating that all new city facilities would
meet LEED Silver and would include added green site features.
There seems to be a significant reluctance and a lack of commitment to offer incentives.
Their core principle is that every application is a priority. The City does not embrace
the idea of providing financial incentive to achieve green results. They also do not feel
it is fair to award those that provide green with funding or fast tracking, while punishing
those applications that are less green with a financial penalty or longer review periods.
This part of their strategy has not successfully moved forward, although they have
introduced the Stormwater Charge initiative and have worked to alleviate the concerns
of the development industry.23

City of Toronto
In 2009, Toronto’s City Council approved the Toronto Green Building Standard (TGS), a
two-tier environmental standard that applies to all applications under the Planning Act.
Green building standards were initiated due to intense growth pressure, infill development,
corporate environmental objectives, and environmental challenges. Between Jan 1, 2008
and Dec 31, 2012 alone, City Planning received 1,643 development applications.24 This
was also seen as an opportunity to give Toronto a competitive edge. Another motivation
was the projected urban energy pressures due to rapid growth, intensification, peak
demand, rising summer mean temperatures due to climate change, and high impact
events.25
The TGS was created from LEED NC, BOMA Best, and Toronto environmental concerns.
The standards were aligned with other environmental initiatives including the City’s Green
Roof By-Law, Bird Friendly Design Guidelines, Best Practices for Effective Lighting, the
Biodiversity booklet series, and a climate change adaptation strategy.26
23
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The TGS came into effect for all development applications received on or after January
31st 2010, including Zoning Bylaw amendments, Site Plan Control, and Plan of Subdivision
approval. However, in January 2012 the Ontario Building Code (OBC) “caught up” to the
minimum requirements of TGS. In July 2013 the Council adopted even higher energy
targets to ensure Tier 1 requirements were 15% more energy efficient than the OBC
and Tier 2 requirements were 25% more energy efficient than the OBC (Figure 7).27 The
updated TGS came into effect on January, 2014. The next review of TGS will occur in
2017.28

Figure 7 Green Building Standards/Incentives with Hig h Impact on the Decision to Build Green
As mentioned above, TGS consist of two tiers; Tier 1 is mandatory and Tier 2 is voluntary
and is incentivized through a development charge refund. Tier 1 requirements are
demonstrated at the Site Planning Approval (SPA) stage. Tier 2, the voluntary higher
standard, is verified at the post-construction phase by third party evaluators registered
with the City of Toronto. They conduct a two-stage review of construction tendering
documents followed by an inspection at building occupancy. A Verification Report is
submitted to City Planning documenting proof of compliance with Tier 2. A development
charge refund of 20%, capped at 2014 rates, is refunded if the project is certified as
having met Tier 2. Tier 2 projects are coordinated by the Environmental Planning section
of City Planning.29
The TGS has unique standards for two types of development. The first main type of
development refers to low-rise residential (rows and townhouses, up to four storeys). The
second main type refers to mid to high-rise residential and non-residential (buildings five
stories and higher and all industrial, commercial, and institutional (ICI) development).30
Both versions of TGS outline Tier 1 (required) and Tier 2 (voluntary) standards relating to
(1) air quality, (2) greenhouse gas emissions/energy efficiency, (3) water quality, quantity,
27
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Figure 8. Toronto Green Building Standards Summary
*Only applies to New Mid to Hig h-Rise Residential and All Non-Residential Development
(Residential apartment buildings 4 storeys and hig her and all industrial,commercial and institutional (ICI) buildings)
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and efficiency, (4) ecology, and (5) solid waste (Figure 8).31
Achieving the requirements of the TGS contributes towards LEED certification.32 The
City of Toronto has a Memorandum of Understanding with the Canada Green Building
Council to regularly prepare and update the Toronto LEED Supplement which identifies
the similarities and differences between LEED Canada rating systems and the TGS
documentation that can be exchanged for Tier 2. Where the TGS and LEED share similar
priorities, efforts are made to align the performance measures recognizing the Ontario
and the City of Toronto contexts and local variations in standards. Achievement of the
TGS Tier 1 and 2 contributes to LEED Gold certification.33
In an interview, City of Toronto staff identified several current challenges with TGS.
The creation of the standards was a challenging process because the interior building
requirements exceed the Ontario Building Code. However, to Sustainable Planning
Associate’s knowledge there are no outstanding Ontario Municipal Board hearings
scheduled specifically relating to TGS. King stated that the biggest challenge with
implementing the program is continuous education and training of City staff and industry.
Additionally, TGS needs to remain more progressive than the Ontario Building Code
and, therefore, needs to regularly update their standards as the Ontario Building Code
introduces more sustainability requirements. Therefore, it is even more critical that City
staff and industry receive continuous education.
In 2010, two years after the TGS came into effect, the City of Toronto evaluated the
success of the program. They determined that between February 1st, 2010 and
December 31st, 2012, Tier 1 standards had been applied to 346 Multi-Unit Residential
Buildings (MURBS), including apartments and mixed-use proposals; 187 Institutional,
Commercial and Industrial (ICI) buildings, including schools, health care centres and
medical facilities; and 108 low-rise residential buildings or subdivisions, including graderelated townhouses. The TGS energy requirement that applied to 265 new development
projects between 2010 and 2012 is estimated to have saved 593,200 MWh of energy
(natural gas and electricity) and avoided 102,500 tonnes of annual GHG emissions,
according to the Environment and Energy Office. Since 2010, the City has had three to
four projects enrolling in the Tier 2 program each year.
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City of Vaughan, Town of Richmond Hill, and City of Brampton
The municipalities of Vaughan, Brampton, and Richmond Hill collaborated to develop a
sustainability metrics tool that could be implemented across municipalities.34 This tool
was designed to be integrated into the existing plan review process, with minimal effort.
The project was initiated through the Clean Air Partnership and was partially funded
through the Green Municipal Fund of the Federation of Canadian Municipalities. Similar
to Cambridge, each municipality already had overarching policy direction with respect
to sustainability (e.g. Official Plans, Master Plans, Visions, and Strategic Plans). For each
municipality, the metrics were seen as a means to foster innovation and leadership with
respect to guiding development in a sustainable manner. The overall project was split
into three phases: development of sustainability qualitative objectives, development of a
quantitative sustainability metrics, and implementation the sustainability metrics..
Phase One was led by the City of Brampton and looked at the development of overarching
principles of sustainability. The final product was a set of Sustainable Community
Development Guidelines that were appended to Brampton’s Urban Design Guidelines.
35
These guidelines provided qualitative descriptions of key sustainability objectives,
along with examples as to how these objectives could be fulfilled.
The guidelines were developed by conducting a review of practices being undertaken by
other municipalities and other third party rating systems, such as LEED. They were based
around a set of eleven principles that together would reduce the impact of development
while improving the quality of life:
1. An urban form and land use composition with a compact design, diversity of uses and transit
oriented fabric.
2. Development that preserves the natural system while providing access to nature for recreation
and as an amenity.
3. Ensure communities are walkable and interconnected with an array of destinations required
for day to day living.
4. Provide a housing stock that comprises a mix of housing types that are inclusive of varying
incomes and needs.
5. Develop a diverse transit network with varying modes of transit, such as roads, sidewalks,
buses, bike lanes, trails.
6. Promote responsible resource consumption through energy and water conservation,
greenhouse gas reduction, and efficient waste management systems.
7. Ensure residential growth is coordinated with economic growth and job creation to encourage
closer live work proximity.
8. Promote growth and development in a long-term fiscally responsible manner.
9. Promote infill, intensification and revitalization.
10. Foster and create a sense of place and civic pride through place-making.
11. Ensure the preservation of cultural heritage through reuse and preservation
34
35
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Phase Two of the study was led by the City of Vaughan. During this phase the objectives
outlined during Phase One were quantified into the sustainability metrics tool.36 This tool
established quantifiable tangible criteria upon which development applications could be
assessed from a sustainability perspective. The metrics were divided into four themes of
sustainability (Figure 9).

Figure 9 Sustainability Metrics for Vaug han,Richmond Hill,and Brampton
These themes and indicators were given quantifiable measures that could be applied
to various types of Planning Act applications (e.g. Secondary Plans, Block Plans,
Subdivisions and Site Plans). As an example, density, and compact development could
be prescribed through varying scales of detail depending on the approval being sought
(Figure 10).
Secondary Plan
The strategic allocation of density can contribute to compact form, increase transportation efficiency
and walkability within the community. Within the Secondary Plan, require that higher densities, major
office, retail, and major institutional uses are placed in appropriate locations in mixed use nodes,
along transit corridors, and in close proximity to public open spaces.
Block Plans
The Block Plan shall allocate higher densities and massing to the Urban Growth Centre, Central Area,

Intensification Corridors, Mobility Hubs and Major Transit Station Areas.
Draft Plan/Site Plan
The Subdivision/Site plan shall have an overall density of at least 50 units per net hectare is required
for the Draft Plan/Site Plan, within 400 metres (5 minute walk) of a Major Transit Station. Projects at

Major Transit Stations should be striving for densities of 100 units per net hectare where access to
the highest order transit is maximized.

Figure 10. Example of Applying Density and Compact Development
36
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Phase Three focused on the implementation and integration of the sustainability metrics
into the existing plan review process. Today, each municipality is at varying stages
of completion across of this Phase. All three municipalities now require a Sustainable
Development Report that summarizes the sustainability metrics score for a development
as part of a complete application. However, the way in which minimum thresholds have
been implemented varies among the organizations.
In February of 2014, Richmond Hill successfully established a minimum threshold for all
applications, along with two performance level thresholds (Figure 11). These thresholds
were established through a review of previously approved Planning Act applications.
Brampton has made recommendations on range of thresholds, which they suggest
projects achieve (Figure 12). However, applications are not mandated to achieve a
minimum score. Vaughan is still in the testing phase for the implementation of thresholds
and is hoping to bring a recommendation and study to council in 2016.

Figure 11. Richmond Hill Performance Thresholds

Figure 12. Brampton Performance Thresholds
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Two tools were developed to help developers use the sustainability metrics: an
implementation guide on how each credit could be achieved and a dynamic excel tool
that could be used to document credits obtained within the metrics.
The implementation guide provides an overview of each potential credit. It then
provides direction on how points can be achieved, including the required supporting
documentation. It should be noted that the supporting materials are typically already
required as part of the plan review process. Figure 13 provides an example of one such
credit, which looks at the proximity of a development to the cycling network.37

Figure 13. Implementation Guide
37
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The dynamic excel tool further complements the implementation guidebook by creating
a single place for credits to be evaluated and recorded. This makes it easier for the
applicant as well as the development review staff to determine the sustainability criteria
that a development proposal fulfills. The tool allows users to determine which points
have been achieved by answering simple questions within the excel table (Figure 14).38
Site Accessibility - Number of Universally Accessible Points of Entry to Buildings and Sites

Are 100% of Primary Entrances Universally Accessible?

Yes/no

Mandatory

Are 100% of Emergency Exits Universally Accessible?

Yes/no

1 Point (M)

Are 100% of All Entrances and Exits Universally Accessible?

Yes/no

1 Point (A)

Figure 14. Example from Dynamic Excel Score Tool
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4.3 Sustainable Innovation Districts
To showcase the advantages of sustainable development and green buildings, many
municipalities have established geographically defined areas where sustainably oriented
business can locate. This directive can be municipally led, as in the case of Guelph’s
Innovation District, described below, or be driven by landowners and industry itself.

Partners in Project Green
Partners in Project Green (PPG) is a collaboration of businesses, government, and utility
providers around the Pearson Airport that have a common goal of building a stronger
and greener economy.39 This initiative is based on the concept of Eco-Business Zone,
which focuses on having a collaboration of stakeholders develop sustainable business
operations.40 An Eco-Business Zone follows nine general principles: innovation;
adaptability; resiliency (diversity); integration; efficient use of resources; productivity;
visibility and marketability; natural systems and transferability and flexibility. At these
sites land and infrastructure are developed by integrating these design principles. The
Boxwood Business Park is an example of an Eco-Business park that has already been
implemented by Cambridge. However, there is still an opportunity for north Cambridge
to be developed in a similar manner on a larger scale.
The PPG at Pearson Airport demonstrates these principles with several initiatives,
including the PPG Materials Exchange Program and PPG Energy Leaders Consortium.
The PPG Materials Exchange Program converts by-products of industrial manufacturing
into usable products within the district. For example, additional plastic from Coca-Cola
factory is converted into rain barrels for the district. Another benefit of this collaboration
is the knowledge transfer of best management practices and innovative solutions. PPG’s
Energy Leaders Consortium allows industry professionals to learn from each other’s
practices and to develop cooperative solutions.

Guelph’s Innovation District
Through the Secondary Plan process, the City of Guelph prescribed a vision of a compact,
mixed use community that provides sustainable employment opportunities and residential
units.41 The Plan identifies a land use/neighbourhood fabric that is pedestrian oriented,
diverse and complementary to existing cultural and natural heritage. It also dictates
that the area should be serviced with sustainable energy efficient infrastructure, with an
emphasis on the integration of a district energy distribution system. These broad policies
provide a framework that forms the foundation for all future Planning Act applications
within the area. These types of districts are a great way in which Cambridge can promote
green buildings and establish a pilot project area for sustainable development.
39
40
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4.4 Heritage Preservation Case Study
Adaptive reuse of buildings is now commonly embraced as one of the low-carbon
strategies on the climate change and sustainable development agenda. Historic
buildings have achieved LEED certification in the United States. These buildings show
how heritage preservation and environmental sustainability can work hand in hand. The
US Green Building Council highlights the United Teen Equality Center purchase and
renovation of the historic St. Paul’s Methodist Church, built in Lowell, MA. This 1839
building is considered one of the oldest LEED Certified Platinum buildings in the world.
In the Canadian context, the development of Vancouver’s ‘Old Stock Exchange Building’
in 2013 was Canada’s First LEED Platinum heritage conversion. The conversion provided
critical new office and job space while achieving the highest green standards from the
Canada Green Building Council. Unlike examples from the US, the Old Stock Exchange
has been criticized by some as not being a legitimate form of heritage conservation. The
shell of the neo-gothic 1928 11-story heritage building will be preserved and provide the
foundation for a new 31-story tower.
In the context of Cambridge, these case studies demonstrate that adaptive reuse and
heritage preservation are possible, and developers can either retrofit existing buildings
for new uses or use components of existing structures in the creation of new buildings.
Heritage buildings help to enrich a community’s character and culture and can set
Cambridge apart from other municipalities.
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4.5 Key Networks
There are several networks in Ontario that would provide significant value to municipalities
studying green development standards. They have been highlighted by many cities
as incredibly beneficial because of the resources they offer as well as the networking
opportunities they provide. The main three networks include Clean Air Partnerships,
Canada Green Building Council – Toronto Chapter, and QUEST Canada.

Clean Air Partnerships
Several municipalities, including Toronto and the City of Clarington, recommended that
the City of Cambridge should join the Clean Air Council, affiliated with the Clean Air
Partnerships, to collaboratively develop green building standards. Since 2001, the Clean
Air Council, a network of 27 municipalities and health units from across the Greater
Toronto, Hamilton and Southern Ontario Area, have been working collaboratively on
the development and implementation of clean air and climate change mitigation and
adaptation actions.
The Clean Air Council is based on the premise that municipalities benefit from actions to
reduce energy use in order to save money and limit emissions; make the movement of
people and goods more efficient; and make communities more livable, competitive and
resilient. Having multiple jurisdictions at the same table enhances networking and the
exchange of resources and information.
In January, 2015, the Clean Air Council hosted a Regional Green Development Workshop
with over 20 municipalities and regions. The workshop provided the opportunity to
discuss the various approaches that have been taken by different municipalities, identify
the consultation that has been held with internal departmental and external stakeholders,
and share lessons learned.
The draft harmonization goal that came out of that meeting was the adoption of a standard
that would:
•
•
•
•
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establish mandatory and aspirational Green Development Standards;
be based on a regionally consistent set of metrics;
be reviewed and updated within a specific timeframe to ensure it
addresses current research and advancement in the market’s ability;
be monitored and reported on in a consistent way and within a specific
timeframe.
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The recommendations were to keep the metrics and thresholds as consistent as possible
but ensure that they also could also be flexible enough to account for changes in the
local environment and areas of improvement. The use of common metrics could still be
tailored to individual municipalities by assigning different weight to each metric based
on their priorities. A copy of the Clean Air Council Regionalization of Green Development
Standards Draft 2015 Workplan is available in the Appendix.
Website: www.cleanairpartnership.org/gta_clean_air_council
Contact: Gabriella Kalapos Executive Director
Email: gkalapos@cleanairpartnership.org

QUEST Ontario
QUEST Ontario was recommended as a key resource by Derek Satnik, Managing Director
of Mindscape Innovation because of the group’s resources and also the networking
opportunities Cambridge would benefit from. The QUEST Ontario caucus currently has
over 250 members representing prominent community energy stakeholders such as
municipal and regional government departments, provincial government ministries and
agencies, gas and electrical utilities, technology and service providers, the real estate
sector, NGOs, and academic institutions.
QUEST Ontario has three main priorities. Their first priority is the integration of energy
planning into land use and other municipal policies and broader policy initiatives at a
regional and provincial scale. They also aim to broaden provincial policy focus to include
energy service delivery models that integrate heating/cooling, transportation, electricity
and energy conservation. Lastly, they provide support to projects that demonstrate
QUEST principles. The City of Cambridge would benefit from joining QUEST Ontario
because they would receive support for municipal projects, such as green building
standards, that aim to reduce energy use.
Website: www.questcanada.org/caucus/on
Contact: Samira Drapeau, Caucus Coordinator
Email: on.caucus@questcanada.org

Canada Green Building Council – Greater Toronto Chapter
The Greater Toronto Chapter of the Canada Green Building Council (CaGBC-GTC)
was also highly recommended as a key resource by Derek Satnik, Managing Director,
Mindscape Innovation because of the group’s resources and also the networking
opportunities Cambridge would benefit from. CaGBC-GTC is Southern Ontario’s leading
authority on green building best practices. The City of Cambridge has been a member
of CaGBC-GTC since 2008 and they should continue to utilize this network.
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With an ever-growing member network of over 3,500 building industry professionals,
the CaGBC-GTC is dedicated to creating a cleaner, healthier, high-performance built
environment through education, collaboration and innovation. They work with both
government and private enterprise to accelerate the adoption of green building principles,
policies, standards and tools.
The CaGBC-GTC is the primary organization responsible for the facilitation and delivery
of LEED workshops in Southern Ontario and provides a wide range of educational and
networking events for our members and the green building community at large.
Established in 2002, the Canada Green Building Council (CaGBC) is a non-profit national
organization dedicated to working with government and the private sector to accelerate
the “mainstream adoption of green building principles, policies, practices, standards
and tools.” In collaboration with the national organization, the Greater Toronto Chapter
acts as a catalyst for green building development across the Greater Golden Horseshoe
region of Ontario.
Website: www.cagbctoronto.org
Contact: Hazel Farley, Executive Director
Email: hfarley@gta.cagbc.org
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5.0 Implementation Tools
Green building standards can be incentivized through a variety of financial and nonfinancial tools. Financial tools include development charge refunds, green municipal
mortgages, and tax breaks. Non-financial tools include density bonusing, expedited
applications, parkland dedication, and awards. Green building standards can be
implemented as mandatory requirements, optional standards, or a combination of both.

5.1 Development Charge Refund
As mentioned above, Toronto’s Tier 2 consists of voluntary standards that are incentivized
through a partial development charge refund. It is verified at the post-construction
phase by third party evaluators registered with the City of Toronto. They conduct a twostage review of construction tendering documents followed by an inspection at building
occupancy. A Verification Report is submitted to City Planning documenting proof of
compliance with Tier 2. A development charge refund of 20%, capped at 2014 rates, is
refunded if the project is certified as having met Tier 2. Tier 2 projects are coordinated
by the Environmental Planning section of City Planning.

5.2 Green Municipal Mortgages
Green Municipal Mortgages (GMM), also known as Local Improvement Charge
Mortgages or Property Assessed Clean Energy (PACE) Loans, allow municipalities to set
up revolving loan funds at low costs due to a municipality’s ability to get low interest rates
through Infrastructure Ontario. The City of Cambridge can set up a revolving loan fund,
set aside to enable green energy retrofit projects. Members of the public that meet the
application qualifications can apply for these loans. This program is no cost to taxpayers,
allows homeowners and builders to raise capital, and optimizes city-wide impact.

5.3 Tax Breaks or Cash Rebate
Ontario’s Planning Act, section 28, outlines provisions for community improvement project
areas, which permit the development of grant and/or loan programs that can support
municipal plans for community revitalization and development. This could include the
provision of financial incentive programs that can be utilized for improvements relating
to green building standards and downtown revitalization.
Community Improvement Plans (CIP) focus on the maintenance, rehabilitation,
development, and redevelopment of targeted areas within a municipality. It is an
optional tool that requires both official plan policies and a by-law designating a CIP
project area. After establishing a CIP project area, Municipalities can make grants or
loans within CIP project areas to help pay for certain costs that stimulate private sector
investment for community improvement, and can establish Tax-Increment-Equivalent
Financing programs (TIEF). This legislation also allows for the registration of grant and
loan agreements on title.
31
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5.4 Density Bonus
Municipalities that have approved Official Plan policies related to bonusing can pass
zoning bylaws that authorize increases to the height and density of developments in
return for the provision of facilities, services, or other matters of benefit to the municipality.
This can include public art, transit improvements, intensification, growth management
and other community building objectives. In the Province of British Columbia, municipal
authorities like the City of Burnaby (population 223,220) leverage density bonusing for
green building and landscape incentives. In addition to their requirements for sustainable
building performance, water conservation and other green building practises, the City
offers a density bonus for development that achieves 45 % greater energy efficiency
than the provincial building code requires.42 The City of Cambridge’s Official plan
already includes height and bonusing policies for sustainable development projects.
This includes construction that achieves LEED silver or other recognized environmental
standards, the conservation of cultural heritage resources, and other developments that
provide public benefits. When development meets these standards it can be considered
for an increase in height and/or density bonusing.

5.5 Expedited Applications
Some municipalities have noted that expediting development applications that meet the
top sustainability scores might be an effective tool to incentivise sustainable development.
While there is merit to this, it can create an equity issue if the system gets overloaded and
applications that do not meet the sustainability requirements are consistently overlooked.
One potential solution would be to obtain additional staff resources whose role is to
process development applications that meet the criteria for expedition.

5.6 Parkland Dedication
Parkland dedication and cash-in-lieu bylaws and policies are other potential
implementation tools. Ontario municipalities have the ability to require that land is
conveyed to the municipality, or cash be provided in lieu of park land as a condition of
subdivision approval. The Planning Act limits the amount of land that can be conveyed
to a municipality for park or other recreational purposes to a maximum of one hectare
for each 300 dwelling units. In instances where a municipality requires cash-in-lieu, the
value of the land is determined before the approval of the draft plan of the subdivision.
Exemptions from the parkland dedication requirement exist in many municipalities and
can specifically target new development. Municipalities may elect to reduce or remove a
required payment for the amount in lieu of parkland conveyance for proposals that meet
green development criteria.
42
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The Town of Orangeville has used this tool to incentivize green buildings. Their
sustainable building features include geothermal heating, alternative energy generation,
green roofs, LEED certification, rainwater capture, grey water recycling, alternative
stormwater management, and low impact development features. If new developments or
redevelopments meet these criteria, the Town may elect to reduce or remove cash in lieu
payments. In instances of reductions, the Town ties reductions to the actual costs of the
optional sustainable building features that developers can demonstrate, which exceed
building code requirements.

5.7 Recognition and Awards
Recognition and awards are another effective way to promote energy efficiency in the
development industry. Many cities in Ontario are hosting an annual urban design awards
event to recognize and encourage urban design excellence. The urban design awards
program in most cities seeks to raise the bar on urban design, it promotes design
projects that represent excellence, innovation and visionary thinking. Energy efficiency
and sustainability is a common judging criterion. The event also provides a platform
for all participants in the development industry to pursuit community recognition and
appreciation. This type of recognition could be done at the local level or collaboratively
with nearby municipalities that have also created green building standards.
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6.0 Feedback from Industry
Public consultation with industry completed by other municipalities, which have
developed policies to promote green building, infers general support for the promotion
of growth and development in a sustainable manner. Flexibility was the most common
concern expressed during the consultation process. Specifically, the Building Industry
and Land Development Association (BILD) wanted to ensure that policies allowed for
the selection of sustainable elements that were suitable to the site. Furthermore, BILD
stressed the notion of “voluntary”, as they feel that the Ontario Building Code is the only
compulsory legislation. This is further highlighted in BILD’s Green Policy Statement.43
Limited feedback from the consulting sector highlighted the need for continuity between
sustainable development standards and municipal standards (e.g. are Low Impact
Development measures incorporated into the municipal engineering standards).
Emphasis was also placed on the need for integrative design that optimizes efficiencies
across disciplines. One such example is the reduction in heating and cooling
(HVAC) equipment through increased thermal performance of buildings. Concern
was also projected by municipalities, developers and consultants with respect to the
implementation of innovative technologies. Standards will need to be updated to keep
current with advancements with green technologies and with the other regulations, such
as the Ontario Building Code.
With respect to the physical implementation of sustainable development guidelines,
feedback focused on the development of a proper education protocol to ensure that
review agencies, development review staff, applicants and consultants are able to
effectively demonstrate conformity to sustainable development policies. Emphasis was
placed not only on workshop opportunities but the development of a guidebook that
would detail how each individual credit can be achieved and measured.
Feedback from municipalities focused on staff time, with respect to training and the
potential for an increased workload once a metric is implemented. Additionally, an
integrative review was also identified as a need as there are potential conflicts between
varying reviewers (e.g. engineering vs. maintenance vs. urban design). Political
uncertainty was also expressed a potential issue with the implementation of such a
protocol, as an increase in regulation can sometimes be associated with slowing down
development.
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7.0 Action Items
The City of Cambridge is well positioned to move forward on developing green building
standards. The following proposed action items are based on our findings through
interviews with other municipalities, developers, non-profits, as well as our research on
industry best practices. It should be noted that these action items may not need to be
completed in order and that in fact many of them can be completed simultaneously.

Action 1 Create a Working Group
Cambridge should create an interdisciplinary working group with City staff from various
departments, committee representatives, external agencies, adjacent municipalities, the
development industry, and the general public to create a work plan moving forward.

Action 2 Create a Library of Free Resources for Builders
Before Cambridge implements requirements for green buildings and updates their
review standards, they can at the very minimum, develop a comprehensive set of online
resources. These documents would detail the benefits of green buildings and provide
background education on common green building practices and technologies. This has
been done effectively in Ottawa and Kingston. Both cities refer builders to current green
building certification processes. Cambridge could also post information about current
incentive programs, such as provincial and utility rebates.

Action 3 Participate in Networking Organizations
Cambridge should seek to join the Clean Air Council to participate in the development of
regional green building standards. QUEST Canada and Canada Green Building Council
– Greater Toronto Chapter have also both been identified as beneficial networks.

Action 4 Staff Training
Staff training is essential for cities to successfully embrace sustainable development
principles. Cities often set up internal workshops to educate staff on the importance of
the green buildings, updated requirements, and new process for approvals. With the
training, City staff would be able to provide guidance for developers and consultants
to help them understand green building principles and the nuances of the various
application process. The City should also encourage staff to partake in additional training
of rating systems, green technologies, and other green development practices. Some of
these include the LEED credential course, Low Impact Development courses, and green
construction practices courses.
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For cities that have not yet adopted the green building standards, there are also other
channels to learn more. Cambridge could invite staff from other municipalities that have
successfully implemented green building standards to host a workshop. Alternatively,
workshops and conferences presented by organizations such as the Canada Green
Building Council and Sustainable Building Canada would offer staff insight into the
benefits and practicalities of green development. Best practices from the province and the
country are often presented in these workshops and conferences. It is an opportunity for
Cambridge to learn more about the entire process of adopting sustainable development
principles, including the guideline development stage, implementation stage, and the
stage of evaluation and monitoring.

Action 5 Determine Sustainability Objectives
Cambridge has already taken steps to embed sustainability as a core principle through
their Corporate Sustainability Report, Official Plan, and pending Corporate Strategic
Plan. However, there is an opportunity for concepts to be embedded in more detailed
policies, such as the Zoning By-law or Community Improvement Plans. Through this
process Cambridge will be able to clearly outline what they hope to accomplish with
their green building standards. This is an important milestone to get commitment from
staff, council, industry, and the public. This will also help tailor future green development
standards to specifically target these objectives.

Action 6 Develop a Sustainability Metric
Based on predetermined sustainability objectives, Cambridge should develop a
sustainability metric to guide future development. The metric should also be inspired by
work being done with other organizations, such as the Clean Air Council. Collaboration
with other municipalities may reduce the resources required to produce such a tool and
solidify support from the development industry. Once developed, there should be an
information gathering phase to assess current development practices with respect to
sustainability.
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Action 7 Develop an Implementation Guide and Dynamic
Assessment Tool
To support applicants with fulfilling the requirements and documentation associated with
a sustainability metric, Cambridge should develop a set of guides that provide details
on how each sustainability principle can be demonstrated. These documents should not
only describe why the criteria is important but outline how it can be achieved and what
documentation is required. Furthermore, the development of an online dynamic tool,
such as the ones used in the City of Toronto or Brampton, Vaughan, and Richmond Hill,
would greatly improve the ability for applicants to document the green elements that
were integrated into their design. It would also ease the review requirements of municipal
staff.

Action 8 Conduct an Internal Review
Some of the frustration identified by industry groups was the disconnection between the
planning department, building department, and engineering department at numerous
municipalities. The planning department might encourage green development practices
but the building department and engineering department do not always have appropriate
standards or processes in place to approve new green technology. One organization
suggested that it would be valuable for Cambridge to review previous planning
applications to determine which projects had green initiatives that were hard to approve.
From this they could proactively determine what staff could learn from, as well as what
needs to be better communicated to industry.

Action 9 Public Outreach and Education
At the beginning of the implementation stage, it is important for the municipality to conduct
outreach and education on the proposed standards. Workshops specifically aimed at
developers and consultants would assist the development industry in understanding
new standards and help them ensure their projects meet the various requirements. As
an example, the City of Toronto has hosted the TGS Energy Efficiency Workshop right
before the implementation of the revised TGS.
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Action 10 Create Thresholds
Once the metric or green development standards have been developed, Cambridge can
then determine different sustainability thresholds/scores that will act as a key indication
of a project’s sustainability. By having developers first report their level of compliance
with new green standards, without incentivizing or penalizing them based on their
results, Cambridge will be able to establish a baseline and get more feedback from the
development industry. This will also help ease them into this new process.

Action 11 Determine Incentives
Based on the thresholds established, Cambridge can then determine how they would
like to incentivize action with financial or non-financial tools. Again, stakeholder buyin is essential at this stage. Incentives can also be applied to specific areas of the
municipality. Incentives should be determined collectively with the working group and
additional development stakeholders to ensure their support. Additionally, Cambridge
should work closely with other municipalities to ensure their incentives are similar so they
remain competitive while they promote sustainable practices and create a more liveable
city.
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Appendix B - Resources
Municipal Green Standards
Organization

Description

City of Toronto

Toronto Green Standard

City of Clarington

Clarington Green
Standard

City of Clarington

Priority Green
Clarington

City of Kingston

Green Building Checklist

City of Langford

Green Development
Checklist

Town of East
Gwillimbury

Sustainability Initiatives

City of Markham

Sustainability Initiatives

City of Mississauga

Sustainability Initiatives

City of Vaughan

Sustainability metrics

City of Vaughan

Performance Measuring

City of Richmond Hill

Sustainability Metrics

City of Brampton

Sustainability Guidelines

Ontario Green Policy
Hub

Green Development
Policies

Links
http://tinyurl.com/TorontoGreenStandards
http://www.clarington.net/en/do-business/prioritygreen.asp
http://prioritygreenclarington.com/
https://www.cityofkingston.ca/residents/environmentsustainability/climate-change-energy/green-buildings
http://tinyurl.com/Langford-Green-Development
http://www.eastgwillimbury.ca/Services/Environment/Thi
nking_Green_Initiatives.htm
http://tinyurl.com/MarkhamCSP
http://tinyurl.com/GreenMississauga
http://tinyurl.com/vaughanMetrics
http://tinyurl.com/zsoob6m
http://www.richmondhill.ca/subpage.asp?pageid=planni
ng_policy_sustainability
http://tinyurl.com/bramSCDG
http://ogph.ca/

Third Party Green Rating System
Organization
LEED
LEED
BOMA Best
Energy Star
EnerGuide
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V.4
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Appendix C - Case Study Comparison
CITY OF BRAMPTON

Demographics
Mandatory or Voluntary
Project Motivation
Resources Required
Heritage Buildings
Tools/Incentives
Challenges
Project Partners
Implementation

Population: 523,911
Recommended Minimum and Aspirational Targets
Identified as a Strategic Priority in the Official Plan
Consultant team and three project managers
Covered under green building standards
Development Charges Rebated for LEED Gold
Staff Hesitation and Developer Compliance
Vaughan and Richmond Hill
Phase 1: 2014, Phase 2: 2015

Demographics
Mandatory or Voluntary
Project Motivation
Resources Required
Heritage Buildings
Tools/Incentives
Challenges
Project Partners
Implementation

Population: 185,540
Required and Aspirational
Identified as a Priority in the Official Plan
Internal advisory team in each partner municipality
“Cultural Heritage” is a resource metric
None
Documenting, Describing and Tracking Metrics.
Brampton and Vaughan
Guidelines: 2013 Scores: 2014

Demographics
Mandatory or Voluntary
Project Motivation
Resources Required
Heritage Buildings
Tools/Incentives
Challenges
Project Partners
Implementation

Population: 29,228 (Part of a 359,454 CMA)
Required and Optional
Identified as a Priority in the Official Plan
LEED Training
Identified as an optional metric
None
Building Code Updates make components obsolete
None
2013

TOWN OF RICHMOND HILL

City of Langford
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City of Vaughan

Demographics
Mandatory or Voluntary
Project Motivation
Resources Required
Heritage Buildings
Tools/Incentives
Challenges
Project Partners
Implementation

Population: 288,300
Voluntary: Testing Phase
Identified as a Priority in the Official Plan
Consulting Fees
Preservation is preferred
Non Considered Yet
No localized baseline data
Richmond Hill and Brampton
Testing: 2014. Implementation Target Date: 2016

Demographics
Mandatory or Voluntary
Project Motivation
Resources Required
Heritage Buildings
Tools/Incentives
Challenges
Project Partners
Implementation

Population: 301,710
Mandatory
Public Consultation/Feedback.
LEED Training
Re-use is considered Sustainable
None Mentioned
Political Influence
Vaughan, Richmond Hill, and Brampton
Initial Study: 2008, Implementation Target Date: 2016

Demographics
Mandatory or Voluntary
Project Motivation
Resources Required
Heritage Buildings
Tools/Incentives
Challenges
Project Partners
Implementation

Population: 84,548
In-Progress
Identified as a Priority in the Official Plan
Analysis of existing practises
Not included in the initial Draft
Not yet available
Political Influence
Clean Air Council
2015 (anticipated)

Demographics
Mandatory or Voluntary
Project Motivation
Resources Required
Heritage Buildings
Tools/Incentives

Population: 117,210
Voluntary
Identified as a Priority in the Official Plan
LEED training, Consultants, CGBC
Not addressed in sustainability Standards
LEED Scorecards

CITY OF MARKHAM

CITY of Clarington

CITY Of Kingston
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Challenges
Project Partners
Implementation

Limitations of LEED certification
None mentioned
2005 (2008 Revisions)

Demographics
Mandatory or Voluntary
Project Motivation
Resources Required
Heritage Buildings
Tools/Incentives
Challenges
Project Partners
Implementation

Population: 2,615,000
Mandatory
Official Plan and Corporate environmental objectives
LEED, BOMA Best
Heritage Conservation Act Already addresses this
Development Charges Refunds
Education and Training
Clean Air Partnership Network
2009

Demographics
Mandatory or Voluntary
Project Motivation
Resources Required
Heritage Buildings
Tools/Incentives
Challenges
Project Partners
Implementation

Population: 22,473
Mandatory and Voluntary
Official Plan and Corporate environmental objectives
LEED
Identifies Adaptive Reuse
Density/height bonusing, DCC rebates
Education and Training
Unspecified
2012

Demographics
Mandatory or Voluntary
Project Motivation
Resources Required
Heritage Buildings
Tools/Incentives
Challenges
Project Partners
Implementation

Population: 713,445
Voluntary
Council and Environmental Advisory Committee
Implementation Strategy, LEED
No Sustainability Standard for heritage buildings
Stormwater charge initiative
Concerns from the development industry
Halsall Associates
2010

City of Toronto

Town East Gqillimbury

City of Mississauga
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Appendix D - LEED ND
LEED ND
LEED for Neighbourhood Development has dived core principles of sustainable and
energy efficient design into four categories:
Smart Location and Linkages intent is to:
● Encourage the location of development within or near existing communities
● Ensure development is conducted to protect species at risk and ecologically sensitive
communities
● Protect wetlands and water bodies
● Preserve prime agricultural lands
● Prevent development from within flood hazards
There are nine optional credits for elements such as enhancements to the natural system,
brownfield redevelopment, transportation alternatives/improvements and mix of uses.
Neighbourhood Pattern and Design intent is to:
● Ensure walkable street design
● Ensure compact development
● Ensure a connected community (internally and externally)
There are 15 optional credits that cover a broad range of factors including alternative transit,
increased walkability (streetscape design), mixed uses, access to parks and civic facilities, and
urban design characteristics.
Green Infrastructure and Buildings intent is to:
● Ensure buildings are certified LEED or equivalent
● Ensure a min energy efficiency of all buildings
● Ensure a min water efficiency of all buildings
● Ensure construction is conducted in a manner to prevent pollution during
construction
There are 17 optional credits that cover everything from increased efficiency of water and
energy to preservation of historic features/character and stormwater management.
Innovation and Design has two option credits that look to push the envelope through
exemplary performance or innovation as to how credits are achieved. A credit is also given
for having a LEED professional on the file.
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Appendix E - Green Municipal mortgage
Flow Chart
Green Municipal Mortgages (GMMs)

www.mi-group.ca

aka Local Improvement Charge (LIC) Mortgages
aka Property Assessed Clean Energy (PACE) Loans
1.

Government establishes a
revolving loan fund, set aside for
the purpose of enabling green
energy retrofit projects
(conservation or PV)

Notes:
Municipalities have great credit and can get low interest
rates (eg: via Infrastructure Ontario), thus enabling them to
setup these revolving loan funds at low cost.

2.

Define prequalification criteria that
will help shortlist eligible homes
(eg: homes built <1970)

Partner with local utilities to identify areas in the city
where infrastructure is strained, and focus on improving
those areas first.

3.

Invite local public to apply

4.

Qualified applicants receive a
complimentary home inspection
and home energy audit

5.

PASS: home inspection identifies
no major concerns, and home
energy audit identifies retrofit
opportunities

7.

Green loan is approved: $30k is
allocated to home owner, and
$30k lien is taken by the City on
the property

8.

Home owner books appointment
with an approved energy
consultant, and selects a retrofit
package from the list of predetermined options

The “approved” consultant would be a Certified Energy
Advisor and partner in the program, trained to know the
retrofit options that have been pre-selected in this
program and pre-designed to work for all the homes that
have been pre-qualified in step 2 above.

9.

Home owner books 7 days away
and prepares house (cleans,
covers furniture, etc)

$2k of the $30k loan is set aside to fund a vacation: the City
can work with a travel agency to negotiate preferred group
rates and secure nice family vacations for $2k./4ppl.

Home inspection to identify structural/mold or other
reasons why the energy retrofit project should not
proceed.
6.

FAIL: home inspection identifies mold,
structural, or other major concerns: project
stops, and inspection report is given to
home owner for their action.

The $30k is a loan, to be used to reduce energy bills, and
is repayable through property tax (hence the reason the
City takes a lien on the property). Unused portions of the
loan will be credited back.

10. City’s pre-approved retrofit
contractor inspects house 1 wk.
prior to project to ensure
homeowner will be ready.
11. READY: contractor collects a
house key and (while owners
vacation) performs deep retrofits
to save 50% of owner’s energy
bills, then performs follow-up
energy audit to confirm success.

12. NOT READY: home owner is charged a fee
for contractors to remobilize, and project is
rescheduled (go back to step 9) or
cancelled at home owner’s discretion.

13. Owners return from vacation to an improved house with cheaper utility bills, and the loan is
repayed over time through an extra “GMM” line on their property tax bill.
Everybody wins! The City gets the loan repaid, the owner gets a better house, utilities save
energy, the environment is happy, and the owners even get a vacation along the way!
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Green Municipal Mortgages (GMMs)
aka Local Improvement Charge (LIC) Loans / Mortgages
aka Property Assessed Clean Energy (PACE) Loans / Mortgages

Why Green Municipal Mortgages?
1.

No cost to taxpayers: Green Municipal Mortgages are a loan, which must be repayed, and therefore
costs the lender (the City, and ultimately the taxpayer) nothing in the fullness of time.

2.

Finding Money: Many homeowners would love to install more insulation or upgrade their furnace,
but struggle to find the money. Green Municipal Mortgages leverage the City’s strong credit rating to
make funds available for normal home owners who would not otherwise have the money to do a deep
retrofit of their home. Because the City has a strong credit rating, the City can make loans available
that are large enough to have a significant impact: $30,000 is enough to deeply retrofit a house to
save 50% of it’s energy costs in most cases, and even leave enough room to hire professionals to
administer the program (ie: home inspectors and energy consultants), and to send the home owners
away on a vacation to get them out of the house long enough to make the retrofit project possible.

3.

Optimize City-Wide Impact: Because the City would be the lender, the City can plan where and how
they wish to make loan money available, and can therefore target areas of the City which have the
greatest need. For example, if the downtown is growing (increasing population density), and the utility
networks do not have enough electricity/gas/water to supply more people, then a program like this
can target the downtown and help older homes reduce how much energy they are using, thus freeing
up extra capacity for other homes in the downtown: the City can continue to grow without needing to
pay for costly expansions to utility infrastructure.

Frequently Asked Questions:
Firstly, please bear in mind that this document is a simple summary of a rather complex process. The art
in the Green Municipal Mortgage process is that the City and the City’s finance specialists figure out all
the difficulty in getting the money sorted out, and the homeowner does relatively little other than go on
vacation for a week and pay their bills afterward. There are many details that this summary document
does not explain and which would need to be sorted out more fully, but hopefully this document has been
useful to you in explaining the concept and merits behind the idea of Green Municipal Mortgages.
Q1)

Moving: What if the homeowner takes the money, does the retrofit, and then sells their house
before paying off the loan?
A1)

Q2)

Lien: This is why the City needs to take a lien on the property. If the owner tries to sell the
house before the loan is fully repaid, then whatever amount of the loan is still outstanding
would be collected by the lawyer administering the sale of the home, and would be paid to
the City. The City will get paid one way or another.
Lien Verification: Before the City can take a lien on the property, will they need to know how
much the owner owes on the home, and how much they’ve paid down their mortgage?

A2)

Q3)

Likely, yes. The City will need to collect this information from the applicant homeowner when
they apply. Applicants may need to submit a recent mortgage statement to show how much
they owe, and the City will only be able to offer a Green Municipal Mortgage to home owners
who have paid down a certain amount of their mortgage.
Just Energy Retrofits? Can a Green Municipal Mortgage be used for anything other than energy
retrofits? What about installing solar panels? Or what about restoring a heritage building?

A3)

Flexible: In theory, the City could make loans like this available for anything they like. That’s
part of the reason that these loans are sometimes called “Local Improvement Charge Loans”,
or names like that: the City is essentially making funds available to enable local home owners
to create local improvements on their property which benefit the City in some way. Energy
retrofit projects benefit the City by saving energy, reducing emissions from energy plants,
preserving the environment, and avoiding provincial costs associated with expanding energy
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systems (eg: building new power plants, etc). The City could just as easily make loans like
this available to restore a heritage district in a downtown part area, if they so wished.
Q4)

Will it save me money? What happens if the retrofit doesn’t reduce my energy bills enough to
make sure that I can afford the increase in my property tax bill?
A4)

Q5)

Prequalification: This is why the City will have a prequalification process. Not all homes will
be able to do this retrofit project successfully, but the City will plan the project in advance to
ensure that the only homes which are invited are homes which will be able to save enough
money in their energy bills to be able to afford to pay for the increase in property tax.
What about other grants? Is this project eligible for any other energy retrofit grants?

A5)

Q6)

All yours: If there are any other applicable National or Provincial grants, then they will be
given directly to the homeowner, but only after the retrofit project is successfully completed. It
may take several months for other grants to be processed, and the City will not be involved: it
will be up to the homeowner to follow-up with any appropriate grant agencies, and those
agencies may require certain forms to be completed and/or need information on the nature of
the retrofit project, all of which would be left to the homeowner to provide.
Cost of inspections: How can the City afford to cover the cost of the initial home inspection and
energy audit in steps 4-6 of the flow chart, and the follow-up inspection in step 12?

A6)

Q7)

Budgetted: All the inspections that are included in this process are paid for as part of the
$30k retrofit loan, and are included in the $30k amount. If the project fails in step 6, then the
homeowner will pay for the inspection through a temporary increase in their property tax,
rather than a long term Green Municipal Mortgage.
What if I fail Step 6? If my home is unsafe, has mold, or fails the home inspection for any other
reason, then could I use this loan program to repair my home?

A7)
Q8)

Good question. Refer to Q3) and A3) above. In theory, the City could permit this loan tool to
be used for anything the City sees as beneficial, not just energy improvement projects.
Just homes? Could businesses be targeted to participate in this same type of program?

A8)

Q9)

Absolutely! Inspections of business properties are more expensive, but are typically eligible
for utility based incentives (eg: the saveONenergy incentives to fund up to 50% of an energy
audits through the local electrical power utility).
Legal: What is the legal basis of this concept in Ontario?

A9)

Ontario Regulation 322/12 amended the Ontario Muncipalities Act to enable energy
related projects to be funded by the Local Improvement Charge instrument. More
details are available online here.

Page 3 of 3
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Appendix F
A Business Case for Adaptive Reuse & Heritage Preservation
Throughout the longstanding history of Heritage Designation, homeowners and
developers have alleged that the cost of adapting old buildings for new uses is too high.
However, since the evidence has shown that older buildings are an important placemaking,
aesthetic, cultural and economic resource, there are a growing number of reputable developers
that are completing exciting restoration projects for profit (Shipley et al, 2006). In fact, studies
have demonstrated that there is generally a robust market for designated heritage properties,
and that they perform well in the market; with 74% doing as good or better than the ambient
market trends (Shipley, 2000). What’s more, heritage designation also tends to enhance the
resiliency of realestate to downturns in the market (Shipley, 2000).
If communities are going to set and achieve meaningful greenhouse gas (GHG)
mitigation/reduction targets, emissions associated with buildings and construction must be the
cornerstone of every climate change strategy (UNEP, 2009). Buildings ultimately account for
more than 50% of GHG emissions, and there are widespread concerns about the environmental
impacts of existing buildings in terms of energy efficiency and resource conservation (Puttoo,
2014). It is anticipated that the GHG emissions from buildings and construction will more than
double in the next 20years due to the massive growth in construction (UNEP, 2009). With this
in mind, the assumption that new buildings are always more economical and that renovation is
universally more expensive is proving to be false Shipley et al, 2006). In fact, some developers
argue that reusing older buildings often represents a financial advantage (Shipley et al, 2006).
Adaptive Reuse is now commonly embraced as one of the lowcarbon strategies in the
climatechange and sustainable development agenda (Puttoo, 2014).

In many instances,

housing functions can be easily accommodated by converting older buildings (both in the
context of heritage and nonheritage adaptive reuse projects); however, in some instances the
lack of flexibility within a building’s interior may be preferable in order to meet previsions for
daylighting, thermal comfort, and code compliances for fire and acoustic separations (Puttoo,
2014).
The City of Toronto has even initiated renewal projects to encourage landowners to
retrofit multistory developments so that their energy and water use are substantially reduced.
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These investments are praised for benefiting entire neighbourhoods and contribute to the
creation of thousands of local job opportunities (CGBC, 2011). Adaptive reuse preparedly
utilized the embodied energy contained within original structures that moreoftenthannot
results in a more sustainable development project, while retaining distinct buildings that
enhance a local sense of place, genuineness and culture.
It is evident that some buildings do not adapt well to changing conditions, and that older
buildings often fail to meet modern code requirements; however, the complete and/or partial
demolition and consequent replacement of buildings is a significant factor to environment stress
and landfill use (Puttoo, 2014). In reality, as much as 35% of the contents of landfill sites is
composed of building material waste (ACO, N.D.).
In this light, building conservation can be a desirable alternative to demolition and
construction since it provides both environmental benefits and embodied energy savings when
buildings are good candidates for adaptive reuse (Puttoo, 2014). In fact, structural costs on old
buildings generally make up 5%  12% of total projected costs; have the average expenditures
from new construction (ACO, N.D.). It is important to have comprehensive development
approval procedures inplace as many structurally sound heritage buildings have been
assessed as in ‘dangerous condition’ on account of superficial deterioration (ACO, N.D.).
Development approval procedures that include assessments from experts who specialize in
Structural Engineering for Historic Buildings help to prevent culturally significant buildings from
being destroyed.
In Conclusion, Heritage Conservation actively preserves buildings that are important to a
community’s culture, identity, history and local sense of place (OPPI, 2015). Preservation also
enhances the market performance of designated realestate, reduces environmental impacts,
mitigates GHG emissions, while preserving the embodied energy savings of existing structures.
As such, any proposal to destroy an existing building of cultural significance should include a
rationale that addresses the necessity of the destruction, demonstrating that a new building is
preferable to the values associated with retention (OPPI, 2015).
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Appendix G - Student Letter of Engagement
Development & Infrastructure
Department

Dear Sir / Madam

50 Dickson Street, P.O. Box 669
Cambridge ON N1R 5W8
Tel: (519) 621-0740 ext. 4571
Fax: (519) 740-9545
TTY (519) 623-6691

Re: City of Cambridge Zoning By-law

Dear Sir / Madam:
Re: University of Waterloo Project – Analysis of Green Building Standards for the City
of Cambridge
Students in the School of Planning at the University of Waterloo are working with the City of
Cambridge to evaluate the possibility of applying green building standards within the City.
You are being contacted by the student team based upon your organization’s experience with
green building standards. I would appreciate your assistance in responding to the students’
questions so that we can learn from your knowledge about this topic.
Thank you in advance for your cooperation.
Yours truly,

Elaine Brunn Shaw
City Planner (Director)
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Appendix H - Email to Developers and Consultants

Email to Developers/Consultants
Hello X,
I hope you are well. We are master’s students at the University of Waterloo in the School of Planning.
As part of our Advance Planning Studio Course, we are working with Elaine Brunn Shaw and James
Goodram at the City of Cambridge to investigate best practices in green building standards and means
of implementation. No decisions have been made by the City of Cambridge at this point about how to
deal with the eventual study results.
[Your organization] has been identified as a key resource because of your experience with green
development. We would like to send you a short questionnaire about your experience. Are you, or one
of your colleagues, available to participation?
We have attached the questionnaire and we were hoping to hear from you before Wednesday,
November 18th.
Please let us know if you are available to complete the survey at your earliest convenience.
Kindest regards,
Alexandra Graham
On behalf of Steven Qi, Richard Buchan, Jon Pounder
School of Planning
University of Waterloo
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Appendix I - Questionare I (Cities)

Review of Green Building Standards for the City of Cambridge
The City of Cambridge is conducting a review of green building standards across Ontario and
tools available to encourage their implementation. The following questions relate to your city’s
experience with green building standards. We will not share the names of staff who provided
answers, however we would like to share which city these answers pertain to. If you would like
more information about this study, please contact Alexandra Graham via email at
a29graha@uwaterloo.ca or 647 622 6963.
1. What initiated the desire to have Green Building Standards/Sustainable Development
Standards?
2. What did you starting preparing your standards, and when were they implemented?
3. What resources did you use to develop your Green Building Standards?
4. Which standards were easy for people to get on board with? Which ones were more
contentious?
5. Do you have sustainability standards that address heritage buildings?
6. What tools do you use to encourage the use of Green Building Standards?
7. How do you monitor future compliance of the standards?
8. What challenges have you faced in the implementation process?
9. What recommendations would you have for The City of Cambridge to develop and
implement Green Building Standards?
10. What other cities in Ontario should we speak with and why?
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Appendix J- Questionare II (Dev/Con)

Review of Green Building Standards for the City of Cambridge
This project is intended to provide the background understanding and context regarding municipal
incentives for sustainable, efficient development and redevelopment. The City of Cambridge wishes to
investigate best practices in this field and research the specific green standards and means of
implementation. No decisions have been made by the City of Cambridge at this point about how to
deal with our eventual study results.
Master’s students at the University of Waterloo in the School of Planning will be conducting this
research as part of their Advanced Planning Studio Course. If you would like more information about
this project, please contact Alexandra Graham via email at a29graha@uwaterloo.ca or 647 622 6963.
Please answer these questions to the best of your ability. Thank you for participating.
1. What is your experience with Green Buildings?
2. If you have utilized green technologies in the past, why? What was the motivation for doing so
3. Have green building technologies/initiatives resulted in economic gains or cost savings? Both
operational and capital?
4. What sorts of challenges have you run into in meeting municipal/building code green building
standards?
5. Are there specific tools/incentives that would encourage the development of green buildings?
a. List several economic incentives
b. List several non-economic incentives
6. What is the most effective and fair way to monitor compliance with green building standards?
7. Cambridge wants to ensure preservation of their heritage buildings. Are there any tools or
resources that aid in retrofitting heritage buildings with green technology?
8. Are there any tools or resources that you know of to aid in retrofitting heritage buildings with
green technology?
9. Do you have any other recommendations for the City of Cambridge relating to green building
standards?
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Appendix K- RFP

Implementation of Green Building Standards Proposal
September 28,2015
Prepared for: City of Cambridge
Prepared by: Sustainable Planning Associates
Richard Buchan
Alexandra Graham
Jon Pounder
Nuo Jin (Steven) Qi
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1

INTRODUCTION AND UNDERSTANDING OF THE STUDY

Legislative & Policy Context
The Ontario government has established a vision for communities that are strong,
sustainable, and resilient (Provincial Policy Statement, 2014). Building on this vision,
The Planning Act provides tools to integrate sustainable development practices into
the planning process. The intent is to assist municipalities in their efforts to improve the
economic, environmental, and social aspects of their community. Changes to legislation
now allow for the development review process to be used as a tool to incentivize
sustainability by implementing green building standards.
Buildings account for approximately 35% of greenhouse gas, 70% of municipal water
use, and 35% of landfill waste due to construction and demolition (Canada Green
Building Council, n.d.). Research has shown that green buildings not only decrease
energy and water consumption but also result in higher quality structures that require
lower operating costs.
Some organizations, such as the Canada Green Building Council, Forest Stewardship
Council, and Evergreen, have developed a series of green building standards, best
management practices, and sustainable building technologies. As these technologies
and practices evolve they provide innovative and unique solutions for sustainable
development. It is critical that a community’s green building standards reflect the best
practices and latest innovations in green building practices.
Some municipalities in Ontario have implemented guidelines and best management
practices aimed at directing development to be completed in a sustainable manner. These
communities recognize that they can impact development in unserviced greenfield areas,
through infilling and intensification, or through redevelopment. Our team, Sustainable
Planning Associates, will review how green building standards have been established
and implemented in residential, industrial, commercial, and institutional development in
Ontario communities with a view to finding the most appropriate application to Cambridge.

Cambridge Context
The Places to Grow Act (2005) projects that the population of the City of Cambridge
will increase by 45% between 2009 and 2031. Ensuring that this growth is managed
in a sustainable manner through green building standards is integral to the long-term
integrity of the City’s economy, natural resources, and health of its citizens.
1
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The City of Cambridge has already made efforts to become a more sustainable
community. To champion sustainability within the community, Cambridge became the
first city in Canada to have a LEED Gold certified city hall. Like the United Nations and
many other organizations across the globe, the City of Cambridge has adopted the
Bruntland Commission’s definition of sustainable development “development that meets
the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet
their own needs” (1987). This definition, while simple, presents an infinite number and
challenges and opportunities for the way we should manage our land and resources.
Cambridge’s Corporate Sustainability Report (2011) reflects an organizational culture
that values sustainability. The report was developed around four pillars of sustainability:
cultural, economic, environmental, and social. Numerous recommendations, including
updates to the Official Plan, were proposed to bolster the City’s sustainability efforts.
The 2012 update of the Official Plan embedded sustainable development language
into the document. Specifically, Section 5.8 identified the need to develop additional
policies and guidelines that encourage development to be sustainable. It identified the
need for development to be sustainable by incentivizing green building technologies,
incorporating innovative storm water management, and encouraging building adaptation
and reuse.
Going forward, the City of Cambridge has demonstrated its interest in developing
green building standards. These standards, which would be implemented as part of
the development review and/or permit review process, would guide development to
ensure that it minimizes resource use, protects the natural environment, and promotes
energy efficiency. Designs would need to be evaluated with respect to connectivity,
accessibility, diversity, and compactness, while preserving and enhancing the existing
natural heritage system.
Development proposals could be encouraged or required to provide an increased level
of energy and water efficiency with respect to their physical design, building materials,
and associated infrastructure. These sustainable development standards would also
need to build in opportunities for coordinated large scale neighbourhood/district
sustainability initiatives. Through proper implementation, these standards would not only
foster sustainability but promote innovation to develop unique and customized solutions.

Purpose
The project is intended to provide the background understanding and context regarding
municipal incentives for sustainable, efficient development and redevelopment. On behalf
of the City of Cambridge, Sustainable Planning Associates will investigate best practices
in this field and research specific green standards and means of implementation.
2
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2

METHODOLOGY

Phase 1

Development of Green Building Standards

Sustainable Planning Associates will review how comparable municipalities in Ontario
approached green building standards. Our preliminary review will focus on five
communities, and based on our findings we will look at three communities in more depth.
Specifically, we will investigate best practices in green building standards that encourage
improvements in air quality, greenhouse gas emissions, energy efficiency, water quality,
waste management, and environmental impacts. This will help us to develop a list of
best practices found across Ontario. We will focus on standards that could apply to
development and retrofits.
1.1 - Review current planning framework of City of Cambridge. The Official Plan,
Growth Management Strategy, and Urban Design Guidelines, along with the Region of
Waterloo Official Plan and proposed amendment, will be analyzed by the Sustainability
Planning Associates to identify the current policy framework related to Green Building
Standards within the City of Cambridge.
1.2 - Identify potential comparable cities. Based on the preliminary research of

Cambridge, the team will identify five comparable cities for the kick off meeting.

1.3 - Kick-off meeting. The team will meet with City staff to review and agree to the workplan and deliverables for the study. The team will also finalize three comparable cities
with City staff for detailed review. City staff and the Sustainability Planning Associates
should agree on a list of accessible local and national organizations that is appropriate
to connect with.
1.4 - Conduct detailed review of selected municipalities. The team will review Green
Building Standards in effect at three comparable municipalities in more detail. This review
will include OP, Sustainable Development Guidelines, Urban Design Guidelines, Green
Building Guidelines, and other relevant documents.
1.5 - Summarize findings and apply to City of Cambridge. The team will compile the
findings of the best practice and assess their implications for planning policy in the City
of Cambridge.

Phase 2

Summary of Implementation Tools

Sustainable Planning Associates will research various tools for implementation, including
but not limited to Tax Incremental Grants, Urban Design Guidelines, and separately as
an economic development initiative. We will focus on implementation incentives that
could apply to development and retrofits.
3
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2.1 - Review currently existing implementation tools in the City. The Sustainability
Planning Associates will review implementation tools that are currently in use by the city.
We will also meet with City staff from Economic Development to identify the strengths
and weaknesses of the tools.
2.2 - Conduct preliminary research on implementation tools. Based on the three
municipalities selected in Phase 1, we will identify any additional tools that have been
used by the municipalities to successfully implement the Green Building Standards.
Additionally, the team will use peer-reviewed literature, government documents, and
guidance from organizations such as Canada Green Building Council, REEP, and
Evergreen to compile and assess additional implementation tools.
2.3 - Interview other municipalities to determine key implementation success
factors and challenges. The team will reach out to the municipalities to find out more
about the implementation tools and process.
2.4 - Conduct detailed review of selected implementation tools. Based on a criteria
tailored to the City of Cambridge, the team will review implementation tools in effect at
three municipalities and beyond in detail.
2.5 - Summarize findings and apply to the City of Cambridge. We will compile the
findings and assess their implications for planning policy in the City of Cambridge.

Phase 3

Recommendations

In the final phase of our project, Sustainable Planning Associates will provide a final
report with the following outputs:
(1) Review of Best Practices for Green Building Standards
(2) Database of Green Building Standards for the City of Cambridge
(3) Summary of Possible Implementation Tools
(4) Recommendations for Implementation for the City of Cambridge
3.1 - Provide progress update to the City of Cambridge. The team will meet with
City staff for a progress update. The purpose of the meeting is to make sure City staff
understands the completion of the research phases We then will proceed to the final
phase and work on the end product.
3.2 - Recommend green building standards. A report of best practices for Green
Building Standards and a list of Green Building Standards will be prepared by the team.
3.3 - Recommend key implementation tools. A report of best practices for implementing
Green Building Standards and a list of possible implementation tools will be prepared
by the team.
3.4 - Complete final report.
3.5 - Present to the City of Cambridge.
4
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3

MANAGEMENT PLAN FOR THE PROJECT

The management plan for the project is outlined on the following two exhibits.
Exhibit 1 provides an estimate of the timing of sub-tasks and key milestones.
Exhibit 2 provides a hypothetical budget summary for this project.
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Exhibit 1

Project Estimate Timing
21-Sept

28-Sept

5-Oct

12-Oct

19-Oct

26-Oct 2-Nov 9-Nov

16-Nov

23-Nov

30-Nov

Preparation
Submit proposal
Schedule meeting
Phase 1
Review Cambridge planning
framework
Identify comparable cities
Kick-off meeting
Detailed standards review
Summarize findings
Phase 2
Research Cambridge
implementation tools
Identify other implementation
tools
Interview other cities
Detailed implementation tool
review
Summarize findings
Phase 3
Update meeting with City
Recommendation of green
building standards
Recommendation of key
implementation tools
Complete Final Report
Present to City of Cambridge
6
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Exhibit 2

Cambridge: Green Building Standards
Days

Fees/Day

Graham

Pounder

Qi

Buchan

Days

Days

Days

Days

Graham
$ 800.00

Task

0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6

PROJECT ACTIVITY
Preperation
RPF Proposal
Background
Demonstration of Understanding
Methodology
Tasks
Project Team
Budget

0.5

0.5

0.25

0.3
0.5
0.25

Sub-total

1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5

Phase I - Review Green Building Standards
Review Cambridge planning framework
Identify Comparable cities
Kick-off meeting
Detailed standards review
Summarize findings

2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4
2.5

Phase II - Summary of Implementation Tools
Research Cambridge implementation tools
Identify other implementation tools
Interview other cities
Detailed implementation tool review
Summarize findings

0.05

0.05

0.05

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.5

1

1

1

1

0.5

$ 800.00

$ 800.00

TOTAL BY
TASK

$200.00

$400.00

$0.00

$240.00

$840.00

$400.00

$200.00

$0.00

$0.00

$600.00

$0.00

$0.00

$400.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$200.00

$0.00

$200.00

$40.00

$40.00

$40.00

$160.00

$280.00

$400.00

$160.00

$160.00

$160.00

$400.00

$880.00

$800.00

$800.00

$800.00

$800.00

$3,200.00

0.5

$0.00

$400.00

$0.00

$400.00

$0.00

$400.00

$0.00

$800.00

0.3

0.3

$240.00

$240.00

$240.00

$240.00

$960.00

0.7

0.7

0.7

0.7

$560.00

$560.00

$560.00

$560.00

$2,240.00

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

$400.00

$400.00

$400.00

$400.00

$1,600.00

2

2

2

2

$1,600.00

$1,600.00

$1,600.00

$1,600.00

$6,400.00

0.5

0.3
0.3

Phase III - Recommendations and Action Plan
Update meeting with City
Recommendation of green building standards
Recommendation of key implementation tools
Complete Final Report
Present to City of Cambridge

800.00

Buchan

0.3

0.3

Sub-total

$

Qi

0.3

0.5

Sub-total

3.1
3.2
3.3
3.4
3.5

0.25

Pounder

$400.00

$800.00

$240.00

$0.00

$240.00

$0.00

$480.00

0.3

$0.00

$240.00

$0.00

$240.00

$480.00
$1,600.00

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

$400.00

$400.00

$400.00

$400.00

0.7

0.7

0.7

0.7

$560.00

$560.00

$560.00

$560.00

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

$400.00

$400.00

$400.00

$400.00

$1,600.00

2

2

2

2

$1,600.00

$1,600.00

$1,600.00

$1,600.00

$6,400.00

$2,240.00

0.3

0.3

0.3

0.3

$240.00

$240.00

$240.00

$240.00

$960.00

1.25

1.25

1.25

1.25

$1,000.00

$1,000.00

$1,000.00

$1,000.00

$4,000.00

1.25

1.25

1.25

1.25

$1,000.00

$1,000.00

$1,000.00

$1,000.00

$4,000.00

2.5

2.5

2.5

2.5

$2,000.00

$2,000.00

$2,000.00

$2,000.00

$8,000.00

0.7

0.7

0.7

0.7

$560.00

$560.00

$560.00

$560.00

$2,240.00

Sub-total

6

6

6

6

$4,800.00

$4,800.00

$4,800.00

$4,800.00

$19,200.00

TOTAL

10

10

10

10

8,000.00

8,000.00

8,000.00

8,000.00

32,000.00

Initials

Hourly Rate

Mileage
Copying, Map Plotting
Communications (phone, courier, etc.)
Subtotal Disbursements

$100.00
$100.00
NA
$200.00

Subtotal Fees

$32,000.00

HST

$4,160.00

Hourly Rates

A.G.

$100.00

J.P.

$100.00

S.Q.

$100.00

R.B.

$100.00

Total

$36,160.00
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4

Proposed Project Team

SUSTAINABLE PLANNING ASSOCIATES
Primary Contact Person:
Alexandra Graham
a29graha@uwaterloo.ca
(647) 622-6963
Richard Buchan, Richard has three years of experience in municipal planning with both
rural and urban municipalities. He has previous experience with policy research and
implementation, and he has also coordinated the development of several municipal tools
and programs to facilitate sustainable growth and practises. He has a wide range of
experience preparing reports for municipal staff, working with community stakeholders,
and drafting public policy. His current research interests include public policy, food
security, and sustainability.
Alexandra Graham, Alexandra holds an HBA from the Richard Ivey School of Business
where she focused on business sustainability. Before starting her MES at the University of
Waterloo’s School of Planning, she served as a Director at eMERGE Guelph and Habitat
for Humanity Toronto. Her current research focuses on climate change adaptation at
the municipal level. She is an active member of the Guelph community and has written
for Guelph Sustainable Solutions and helped coordinate the EcoMarket and the Guelph
Wellington Local Food Festival. She has experience in environmental sustainability,
community engagement, housing, local food, and aboriginal youth.
Jon Pounder, Jon’s research focuses on sustainable development within the Greater
Toronto Area. Specifically, he is going to be exploring the role of Conservation Authorities
in the planning process. In addition to his academic position, Jon is a Planner II with the
Toronto and Region Conservation Authority where he has worked on development review
for municipalities within the Region of York. He has also experience with the Environmental
Assessment process as both a regulator/commenting agency and as a proponent.
Nuo Jin (Steven) Qi, Steven’s research focuses on transit oriented development and its
impacts on surrounding land uses. In addition to his academic experiences, Steven has
worked on several transportation improvement projects in China. For the past summer,
he has worked for the City of Brampton and reviewed municipal planning documents,
including the Urban Design Guidelines, Sustainable Community Development Guidelines,
and Mid-Rise Development Guidelines.
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